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Please turn out the lights.1

We are in the dark theatre, comfortably seated, surrounded by strangers and people we
know. We are about to «remove our bodies»2, just as the projector is turned on and
throws its rectangle of light above our heads.
Suspended in this null space, «with the habit of our affections as our only luggage»3, we
surrender ourselves to an inter-subjective time – «the psychological time of a
community»4, a communitarian exercise of attention and concentration.

This is the only place where that «which is worthy of being called cinema», «a unique
experience of perception [of at least two of our senses] and memory», can take place.5
It is here where the intermittent light of the rectangle responds more palpably to the
unison of our vital breathing.6
The rectangle of light lives literally in our mind7 and bathes our absent bodies
intermittently.

It is our rectangle.

«Perhaps its sheer presence has as much to tell us as any particular thing we might find
inside it».8
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«Contemplate my word which speaks about cinema and you will see my film»9

Cinema is an idea, an abstract power, a “cosa mentale”. Photo-chemical film is a
material, a physical thing full of gaps, like life.10
Cinema is immaterial, it can be conceptualized, and it’s free of any form of technology.11
Cinema is montage, formation of light and duration. Cinema is projected with or without
machines.

Cinema is an intelligible matter that invokes mobile thought – «the One which becomes
two and gives it a new unity»12 . Our culture obsessively requested a body for it.13
A cultural dream:
The invention of the camera obscura. Our skull. Plato’s Cave. The software of the
Earth.14 Cathedrals and their stained glasses. The electrical synapses of thought.15
Renaissance painting. The invention of perspective. The theory of relativity. The seventh
art. Stonehenge.16 The convergence of an obsession: the myth of total cinema.17

Cinematography is the art of writing cinema:
-

Anonymous: Comment va la peinture?
Cézanne: Imbécile, je ne fais pas de la peinture, je fais un tableau.18

Perhaps the invention of the cinematographic apparatus is no more than a historical
contingency.19
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The apparatus:

«[T]he medium or support for film being neither the celluloid strip of the images, nor the
camera that filmed them, not the projector that brings them to life in motion, nor the
beam of light that relays them to the screen, nor that screen itself, but all of these taken
together, including the audience’s position caught between the source of the light
behind it and the image projected before its eyes»20

«You know, when you’re really expanding it, you’ve almost constricted it again!»21
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Behold the enigma of material dialectics in the (film) apparatus:
Light. Darkness.
Camera. Projector.
Before. Now.
Darkroom. Lightroom.
Negative. Reversal.
Projector. Screen.
The eye. The hand.
Projection booth. Auditorium.
Tekné. Fabula.
Local space. Any point of the universe.22
Projectionist. Spectatorship.
Front. Back.
Body. Mind.
Absence. Presence.
Interval. Frame.
Movement. Stillness.
Rotation. Propulsion.
Supply reel. Take-up reel.
Mechanics. Choreography.23
Spectacle. Geometry.24
Time structure. Space structure.
Rectangle. Cone.25
Volume. Surface.
The zoom. The room.26
Trajectory. Horizon.
Visual magnification. Spatial narrowing.
Suspension of disbelieve. Present situation.
Ontology. Phenomenology.
24 frames. 1 second.
Illusion. Material.
Rhythm. Flux.
Flicker. Epilepsy.
Solid state. Gaseous state.
Mathematics. Architecture.
Objecthood. Theatricality.27
Greenberg. Krauss.28
History of Art. History of Film.29

Cut

In the running of film «you´re actually watching an illusion of only half of what took
place. The camera´s shutter was closed the other half of the time. So that there is
another cinema of equal length that could have been made precisely at the same
time»30
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«Be a precision instrument myself»31

Intervene in the spatial syntax of the apparatus. Reorganize its mise-en-scène.
«The parts of the apparatus would be like things that cannot touch on each other
without themselves being touched, […]»32
Articulate connecting vectors. Conceive choreographies around and in the “betweens”
of the apparatus: montage-gestures.
The nexus (a complementary feat): «the resurrection of bodies in space from their
dismembered trajectories»33
Film’s body, the projectionist’s body, the audience’s body. One heterogeneous body.
The space. The spaces between two parts, sculptures in negative. The traced
movements, the sequences of movements, the distances, the displacements. A finite
set of related positions. Enchainment.
Positions and objects (the possibilities of action they project). The perceptual bond to
things in our own bodily space (volume, mass, density, scale, weight).
Draw trajectories, vectors, tensions, vanishing lines. A dance.
The difference between showing and letting see.
The wait, the processes, accentuate attention.
The act of listening in the dark.
«Use these impatiences»34
Bring into life subtle emergences by virtue of montage-gestures.
Time and space as projective powers.
The act of writing cinema, an action.
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So, this is where I came in.

The chant of my generation, the reinvention of film.35

Experience is mental. It’s thought and feeling acted upon and rationalized.
I’ve had my own experience of the things others have done. It’s helped to clarify my own
life. My experience –my view- came about this way. On the other hand, you try to
account for your work in terms others can understand. I think I’m interested in sharing
and would like to share. I owe my survival to others sharing their experiences. We work
to serve our needs, to give some coherence view of the world. So, if we have needs in
common, our work will be of value to others. Learning can be helpful. It can illuminate
our condition. The arts are supremely sociable activities.36
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